Building Information Modeling
In the conventional 2D documentation process, Atlas adds value through resource capacity,
scalability and skills to meet the demands of unpredictable, high volume programme delivery
schedules. Now in the world of BIM (Building Information Modeling), the technology means it
is easier than ever to collaborate. This makes BIM an ideal environment for working jointly on
projects.
Atlas is a leading provider of BIM services to the AEC industry. Our expertise ensures that
while you design, we seamlessly deliver quality documentation extracted from federated
models. This flexibility ensures that you optimise project outcomes, minimise risk and get
access to the technical expertise of teams trained on a wide range of CAD and BIM
authoring platforms including Revit, ArchiCAD, Tekla and Bentley AECOsim.
Atlas is the largest Revit and ArchiCAD user in Vietnam and our BIM team has experience
delivering and managing projects around the world. Our team tailors the service to match
each project, whether this entails developing a BIM Execution Plan, working in the client
office, delivering the project from the Saigon Studio or collaborating live via the Cloud.
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Understanding BIM
Percentage of BIM Users Who consider benefits of
High/Very High Value
2009 rating by
All BIM Users

2012 rating by
E-level BIM Users

Increased Profits

21 %

52 %

Fewer Claims and
Litigation

20 %

50 %

Reducing Overall
Project Duration

27 %

60 %

Maintaining Repeat
Business

36 %

58 %
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Mobilising the project team instantly
+ Atlas has highly trained and experienced BIM resources in any software
platform you require.
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Working with Atlas on BIM

Implementing a better design process

Litigation
phase

Traditional approach

Design Design Dev. Constr. Doc.

Time

Construction

+ Atlas’ BIM execution plan will bring a new level of rigor on how the model is
shared, developed, controlled and enriched, ensuring that the design is
coordinated across disciplines.
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+ Atlas focuses on keeping the model fit for purpose whilst still meeting the
requirements specified by your client.
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Ability to

Effort

+ By working with Atlas you are able to leverage from our experience, which
can complement your expertise in BIM and allow you to focus on the design
management.

Being more efficient in your BIM projects
+ You will benefit from Atlas’ experienced BIM team.

Litigation
phase

+ You will benefit from data model creation efficiencies that Atlas has gained
through delivery of numerous projects.

BIM approach

Design Design Dev. Constr. Doc.

Construction

Time

To construct a full model earlier in the process, a
BIM approach requires a faster mobilisation of
resource (as shown in the above diagrams).
Working with Atlas will help you to address
the new challenges and improve the way you
work.
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+ You and Atlas will use a secured model management and hosting service.
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Atlas’ BIM Working Models

Atlas’ BIM Services

Cloud BIM

BIM Modeling

Cloud BIM enables a truly collaborative approach
to the delivery process whereby the entire team
can work on a project in real-time, regardless their
location.

+ Project execution plan for the planning and delivery of the BIM project.

Edit rights are granted to team members to allow
them to work on designated parts of the model,
ensuring that the rest of the team is aware of who
is doing what at any one time, as well as what
changes have been made.

+ Project design models for Architecture, Structures, MEP, Civil Engineering,
Infrastructure and Retrospective BIM
+ Concept, full design, construction and FM model creation
+ Conversion of 2D drawings into BIM models
+ BIM model hosting and management throughout project lifecycle
+ Model auditing and compliance checking
Bespoke Component Modeling
+ Content creation for specialist components
+ Multiple sector BIM libraries including Healthcare and Education
Clash detection
+ Model integration and coordination
+ Analysis reports on detected construction clashes
Surveying
+ Point cloud conversion

Stand-alone BIM
This low-cost process allows clients with a basic IT
infrastructure to enter the BIM process without
significant changes to their existing delivery model.
Atlas hosts and manages the model and updates
the information based on clients’ written and 2D
annotated instructions. In addition to desktop
sharing, 2D extracts and 3D model views can be
sent frequently, enabling our clients to maintain
control of the project at all stages of delivery.

Quantity Estimating
+ Rich BIM models with sufficient information for quantity take off
4D BIM Planning and Sequencing
+ BIM models linked to programme information for efficient project planning
+ Construction sequencing
Energy and Building Performance Analysis
+ IES
+ Carbon offset analysis
Additional Structural Analysis
+ Coordination of models using Revit Structures and Robot Structural
Analysis
ETABS
+ Facilities Management
+ FM enabled model creation
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Your Plan of Work

Our Supporting BIM Service

Programming &
Implementation

Preparation

Conceptual Design

LOD 100

BIM Execution Plan.

Conceptual BIM model includes overall building massing indicative of area,
height, volume, location and orientation.

Design Development

LOD 200
The model consists of generalised systems or assemblies with approximate
quantities, size, shape, location and orientation.
BIM data for environmental performance/ detailed technical analysis/ area
analysis.

Analysis

Construction
Documentation

LOD 300

Construction
Procurement
& Fabrication

LOD 400

As built

LOD 500

Specific assemblies accurate in terms of quality, size, shape, location and
orientation. Model elements are suitable for the generation of traditional
construction documents and shop drawings. As such, analysis and simulation
is authorised for detailed elements and systems.

Specific assemblies accurate in terms of quantity, size, shape, location and
orientation with complete fabrication, assembly and detailing information.

Constructed assemblies that are actual and accurate in terms of size,
shape, location, quantity, orientation and field verified.

Source: images from Autodesk and simplified definition based on the AIA‘s BIM protocol document G202-2013
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